Chapter Two
1. Find the four phrases which mean “thought” on page 9.

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

Chapter Three
2. Look at pages 20. Find the three ways the author uses to explain that Dustbin was not feeling his usual self.

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

Chapter Five
3. Using page 31, find the words and phrases which the author uses to explain that the fish is not moving?

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

Chapter Six
4. Find the words or phrases for the nasty smell on page 37.

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
Chapter Two
1. Find the four phrases which mean “thought” on page 9.

Put their thinking caps on; collected their thoughts; racked their brains; put their heads together; daydreamed; brooded; worried

Chapter Three
2. Look at pages 20. Find the three ways the author uses to explain that Dustbin was not feeling his usual self.

He didn’t want his toys; he didn’t want to be tickled; he was always falling asleep

Chapter Five
3. Using page 31, find the words and phrases which the author uses to explain that the fish is not moving?

That fish is not moving; it’s flat out; it’s just lying there

Chapter Six
4. Find the words or phrases for the nasty smell on page 37.

A bit of a pong; what a niff; it smells like bad eggs; boiled up Brussels sprout; whiffy; strong; absolutely disgusting